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Test Setup for Heartbeat Characterization
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How Linux Heartbeat Works

One-Arm Eth0

Primary iDB Secondary iDB
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Cluster VIP KeepAlive 100ms
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Both Partners are created Equal. Whoever starts first will wait for “InitDeadTime” before acquiring resources. If no partner is found 
within “InitDeadTime” the node will become primary.

Acquiring resources is advertising GARP with its MAC address for the Floating VIPs in haresources for the specified interface. This 
would also invoke a user provide script to enable services on the VIP – like inform iDB to listen on the VIP. 

WarnTime is the time interval for which no “KeepAlive” messages are received. Typically ½ of dead time. 

DeadTime is the time interval for which no “KeepAlive” messages are received and the partner is declared dead. After declaring the 
partner dead, the node will acquire resources as mentioned above. Reducing “Deadtime” will trigger faster failovers. 

KeepAlive is the time between Heartbeat messages.

When both partners are able to communicate there will always be only ONE Primary. 

IF partner communication is not working, a Primary node cannot become standby, one can only stop the HA service completely. 



Linux Heartbeat Simple State Transition as seen 
in our tests
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[root@iDBLB2 ~]# cat /etc/ha.d/ha.cf  ( New Settings)
######################################
keepalive 100ms
deadtime 2
warntime 1
initdead 30
udpport 778
ucast eth0 192.168.0.221
node IDBLB1
node iDBLB2
debug 1 # debug log level
logfile /var/log/hb.log  # Heartbeat general logfile.
debugfile /var/log/heartbeat-debug.log    # Debugging 
logfile.
auto_failback off
uuidfrom nodename
####################################

HA Configuration and Load test command that was used for all the 
test  Scenarios 

batch table1_20.sql 192.168.0.21 3306 100 100000 cms

tcpdump -w <filename>.pcap -i <interface>

[root@IDBLB1 ~]# cat /etc/ha.d/haresources
IDBLB1 199.199.199.150/255.255.255.0/eth0 
192.168.0.220/255.255.255.0/eth0 
192.168.0.21/255.255.255.0/eth0 killmonitoridb
monitor_idb



# ifconfig output
[root@IDBLB1 cache]# ifconfig
eth0      Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:25:90:71:C5:DC
inet addr:192.168.0.221  Bcast:192.168.0.255  Mask:255.255.255.0
inet6 addr: fe80::225:90ff:fe71:c5dc/64 Scope:Link
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1
RX packets:139852000 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:142803843 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000
RX bytes:19783998637 (18.4 GiB)  TX bytes:19842420052 (18.4 GiB)

eth0:0    Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:25:90:71:C5:DC
inet addr:199.199.199.150  Bcast:199.199.199.255  Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1

eth0:1    Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:25:90:71:C5:DC
inet addr:192.168.0.220  Bcast:192.168.0.255  Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1
eth0:2    Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:25:90:71:C5:DC
inet addr:192.168.0.21  Bcast:192.168.0.255  Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1

ifConfig Output from a Primary iDB 
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Test Scenario 1 – Unplug/IFdown Eth0 on Primary iDB (221)
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batch table1_20.sql 192.168.0.21 3306 100 100000 
cms



Last good packet from 221 before Eth0 unplug @ pkt 160918 timestamp 5.060236

First good packet from 222 after becoming primary @ pkt 161130 timestamp 8.043249

GARP for 192.168.0.21  from 222 after becoming primary @ pkt 161119 timestamp 7.716560

Test Scenario 1 – Unplug/IFDown Eth0 on Primary iDB (221)



Last good packet from 221 before HA switch @ pkt 184510 timestamp 5.521019

First GARP from 222 after HA switch @ pkt 184962

First TCP packet from 192.168.0.21 for MySQL @ pkt 184990 timestamp 14.523244 

Test Scenario 1 – Unplug/IFDown Eth0 on Primary iDB (221) 
with Keepalive 3s, deadtime 10s, warntime 5s

HA failover time of ~9 seconds
HA failover time does not 
change for UI 
switch/Reboot/Shutdown

ClientDrop53-defaultsettings.pcap
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Test Scenario 2 – UI HA switch from Primary iDB (222)
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UI –HA 
Switch

HA failover time of 650msHA Switch makes 221 Primary

batch table1_20.sql 192.168.0.21 3306 100 100000 
cms



Last good packet from 222 before HA switch @ pkt 304561 timestamp 9.056374

First GARP from 221 after HA switch @ pkt 321606

First packet from 221 to have correct MAC addr for 192.168.0.21 @ pkt 321641 

First TCP packet from 192.168.0.21 for MySQL @ pkt 322715 timestamp 9.701026 

Test Scenario 2 – UI HA switch from Primary iDB (222)
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Test Scenario 3 – Reboot/Shutdown of Primary iDB (221)
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batch table1_20.sql 192.168.0.21 3306 100 100000 
cms

When 221 boots up 222 will NOT 
relinquish  VIPs and 222 will 
remain Primary.



Last good packet from 221 before HA switch @ pkt 106571 timestamp 3.653960

Test Scenario 3 – Reboot/Shutdown of Primary iDB (221)

First GARP from 222 after HA switch @ pkt 124547

First TCP packet from 192.168.0.21 for MySQL @ pkt 125710 timestamp 4.489889 



GARP for 199.150 @ 7.864

GARP for 0.220 @ 7.981

GARP for 0.21 @ 8.103897

GARP for 0.22 @ 8.220946

GARP for 0.23 @ 8.341008

GARP for 0.24 @ 8.462967

GARP for 0.25 @ 8.606962

HA delay of ~130ms between resources on GARP 

Add 130ms for every 
Cluster in terms of HA 
failover time mentioned in 
the previous tests.

For 10 cluster HA failover with 
UI switch it will be 650ms + 9 * 
130ms = 1820 ms



End of ScaleArc specific Heart Beat Details

Generic Heart Beat  Details in the next section



HA Details from different sources

What is a Cluster ?
A computer cluster is a group of linked computers, working together closely so that in many respects 
they form a single computer. The components of a cluster are commonly, but not always, connected to 
each other through fast local area networks. Clusters are usually deployed to improve 
performance and/or availability over that of a single computer, while typically being much more cost-
effective than single computers of comparable speed or availability
What is Heartbeat ?
This a pulse kind of signal which is sent from all the nodes at regular intervals using a UDP packet so 
that each system will come to know the status of availability of other node. 

What is Node ?
It’s one of the system/computer which participates with other systems to form a Cluster.
What is Floating IP or Virtual IP ?
This is the IP assigned to the Cluster through which clients can access the services. So when ever clients 
request a service they will connect to this IP, and client will not know what are the back-end/actual 
addresses of the nodes. This virtual IP is used to nullify the effect of nodes going down.

What is Master node ?
This is the node most of the time where services are run in a High availability Cluster.

What is Slave node ?
This is the node which is used in High availability Cluster when master node is down. It will take over 
the role of servicing the users, when it will not receive heartbeat pulse from master. And automatically 
gives back the control when the master server is up and running. This slave comes to know about the 
status of master through heartbeat pulse/signals.



HA Details from different sources

Communication module
• unicast UDP over IPv4;
• broadcast UDP over IPv4;
• multicast UDP over IPv4;
• serial link communications.
For any Heartbeat cluster, the following configuration files must be available:
• /etc/ha.d/ha.cf — the global cluster configuration file.
ha.cf contains global configuration parameters for Heartbeat. Most important, it contains 
information about what nodes are in the HA cluster. The hostnames of the nodes must concur with 
the hostname that is written when running the command uname -n.
• /etc/ha.d/authkeys — a file containing keys for mutual node authentication.
authkeys contains authentication data that allows the two nodes to trust that they are actually 
talking to eachother, and not to some malicious node on the network. 
• /etc/ha.d/haresource — a file containing Virtual IPS.
haresources contains information about what resources are handled by heartbeat
It is important to understand that the resources listed in the haresources file are always evaluated 
from left to right when resources are being started, and from right to left when they are being 
stopped.
The configuration files are identical on both nodes, so after configuring one node, copy the files 
to the other node. Don't forget to restart heartbeat after making changes to the configuration. (if 
its ucast then you dont need to sync ha.cf file)



HA Details from different sources

Managing Heartbeat
Manual resource takeover. This is the approach normally taken if one simply 
wishes to test resource migration, or assume control of resources for any 
reason other than the peer having to leave the cluster. This operation is 
performed using the following command:

Assuming control of cluster resources
/usr/lib/heartbeat/hb_takeover
OR
/usr/lib64/heartbeat/hb_takeover

Relinquishing cluster resources
/usr/lib/heartbeat/hb_standby
OR
/usr/lib64/heartbeat/hb_standby

Standard Process to start/stop
/etc/init.d/heartbeat stop
/etc/init.d/heartbeat start



HA Details from different sources

Default Heartbeat Values :
./heartbeat -D
Directive                Default   Description
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
cluster  linux-ha  the name of cluster
hopfudge 1  # of hops above cluster size
keepalive 1000ms    keepalive time
deadtime 30000ms   node deadtime
baud        19200     baud rate
auto_failback legacy    auto failback
hbgenmethod file      protocol generation computation method
realtime true      enable realtime behavior?
msgfmt classic   message format in the wire
conn_logd_time 60  the interval to reconnect to logd
log_badpack true      warn about bad packets
syslogmsgfmt false     log to files in syslog format
coredumps true      enable Linux-HA core dumps
crm false     enable release 2 style resource management
autojoin none      set automatic join mode/style
uuidfrom file      set the source for uuid
compression  zlib set compression module
compression_threshold 2    set compression threshold
traditional_compression no  set traditional_compression
max_rexmit_delay 250  set the maximum rexmit delay time
record_config_changes on  record changes to the cib (valid only with: crm on)
record_pengine_inputs on  record the input used by the policy engine (valid only with: crm on)
enable_config_writes on  write configuration changes to disk (valid only with: crm on)
memreserve 6500      number of kbytes to preallocate in heartbeat

### For details on ha.cf info visit below site
http://www.ultramonkey.org/3/topologies/config/hc-ha-lb/non-fwmark/linux-director/ha.cf

http://www.ultramonkey.org/3/topologies/config/hc-ha-lb/non-fwmark/linux-director/ha.cf



